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ABUDACO
BACKGROUND
Nothing is more constant than change. To the same extent that

To stick to the alphabet soup example: After all, all the data is

the structure of a company changes, so does its IT environment.

already in one pot. Loading data from different source systems

From medium-sized enterprises to multinational groups: The

into a central data warehouse such as SAP ® BW is nowadays

system and software environments of todays companies are

vir tually regarded as an IT standard.

often strongly heterogeneous.

The data in a data warehouse is transferred into standardised

In general, the data from different systems has a different

structures and is processed for analysis.

structure and information content. It resembles more an

However what is still missing is a tool to consolidate and

alphabet soup than a readable and informative book. For

harmonise the data, i.e. a tool for

centralised depar tments and Controlling it is difficult to keep
track of things and to make the correct decisions in this disarray
of data.

Automated Business Data Consolidation
or in shor t: Abudaco.

POSITIONIERUNG

ABUDACO
POSITIONING
Abudaco

Application Scenarios

is a tool to automatically consolidate master data and

Global Spend Repor ting

transaction data from different source systems

CRM Analytics

is an open framework for development, test and comparison

Quality inspection of migration data

of different consolidation strategies

Consolidation of SAP ® R/3 Systems

offers intuitive, browser-based user interfaces, to make the
inevitable manual work as convenient and efficient as
possible
is based on SAP ® Netweaver TM -Technology: ABAP / BSP
is where the data also is: in SAP ® BW (as add-on)

ABUDACO
EXAMPLE: GLOBAL SPEND REPORTING
Global Spend Repor ting
is one of the main fields of application of Abudaco. Global

Abudaco suppor ts Global Spend Repor ting in SAP ® Business

Spend Repor ting means analysing companywide purchasing

Warehouse (BW) with the modules

volumes with regard to the following dimensions: supplier,

Abudaco Supplier Consolidation

material and purchasing organisation.

Abudaco Line Item Classification

The main objective of Global Spend Repor ting is to supply the

The following pages describe how a Global Spend scenario

central purchasing groups with transparent and significant data,

based on SAP ® BW is set up with the help of these two modules.

so that they can recognize and leverage bundling potentials
in purchasing.

SUPPLIER CONSOLIDATION

Figure 1: TOP-N report without supplier consolidation

A standard repor t for each purchasing information system is
the so-called Top-N Supplier repor t. This repor t answers the
question: Which are our most impor tant suppliers and for what
amount do we purchase from them each year?
Without supplier consolidation, this question can only be answered with regard to the local supplier numbers from each
source system. As ever y supplier can be used in several source
systems and, as in this case normally neither supplier numbers
nor texts correspond, the same supplier will appear respectively
often in the TOP-N repor t.
For a truly significant TOP-N supplier repor t, the different enti-

In principle, the SAP ® Business Warehouse (BW) permits such

ties of the same supplier have to be summarised (consolidated)

a summar y by using navigation attributes. However, with the

in one line of the repor t.

standard functions of SAP ® BW alone it is not possible to determine automatically which supplier lines belong together.

Figure 2: TOP-N Report with supplier consolidation

The Abudaco Supplier Consolidation module takes
on

this

task. Abudaco

analyses

names

and

addresses

of the suppliers and summarises them into appropriate
groups. Each group is assigned a unique supplier number
independent of the source system. In addition, a unique text
and, if necessar y, other attributes are selected.
In this manner a true global Top-N supplier repor t is
generated that goes beyond system boundaries. The level on
which the suppliers should be summarised for repor ting

With Abudaco it is possible to consolidate suppliers on the

is dependent on the requirements of the central procure-

following levels:

ment depar tment or the different user groups.
If purchasing e.g. on a regional level (Europe, APA, Nor th
America) should be bundled, then the suppliers also have
to be consolidated on a regional level.

on address or D-U-N-S ® level
nationwide
on a regional level (Europe, APA, Nor th America, ...)
worldwide

Line Item Classification
As in the case of the suppliers, the same problem also occurs
in the product dimension, i.e. that materials or product groups
have different numbers, texts and attributes in different source
systems.
To make matters worse, depending on the purchasing process
and document type, some purchasing documents do not bear
any material number or even product group. Even the line
item text is in many cases insignificant. Therefore a typical BW
(Global) Spend Repor t on the product dimension without
automatic line item classification looks like a Swiss Cheese.
The aim of line item classification is to classify each document
line item irrespective of which fields have actually been filled
in into a classification system such as eCl@ss, UNSPSC, or a
customer scheme.

Figure 3: Spend Report without line item classiﬁcation

Figure 4: Global Spend Report without line item classiﬁcation

For this purpose the Abudaco Line Item Classification
module uses an explicit rule base that allocates a unique
classification to specific combinations of characteristic values or
key words. The rule base can be extended from simple supplier
and key word rules to complex combinational rules (e.g. supplier,
product group, company code).
In addition, the rule-based approach can be combined with key
word-based tools such as the eC@ss key word register or with
statistical tools.
As a result of the document classification, a true Global Spend
Repor t of the product hierarchy is generated.

ABUDACO

S U P P L I E R C O N S O L I D AT I O N & D - U - N - S ® - P R O C E S S
D-U-N-S ® -Process

Optimisation

In order to uniquely identify their supliers, many companies use

Preliminar y consolidation of suppliers that are to be sent to

the so-called D-U-N-S ® number, wich is allocated by the

D&B (for reduction in costs)

American company D&B.

Bridging the time gap until allocated data returns from D&B

They send their vendor masters in a special format to D&B
and in return receive the allocated D-U-N-S ® number and also
additional information on the suppliers. The SAP ® Business

Validation
Identification of potential misallocations

Warehouse suppor ts this process with suitable interfaces.
On demand, the Abudaco Supplier Consolidation takes any

Completion

existing D-U-N-S ® numbers into consideration. In addition, the

Matching suppliers that cannot be allocated by D&B

D-U-N-S ® process can be optimised, validated and completed

Consolidation of D&B allocations at a higher level (e.g.

by using the Abudaco Supplier Consolidation module.

nationwide, regional, worldwide)

ABUDACO
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
A well thought-out software architecture is crucial for the
flexibility and maintainability of a software product such as
Abudaco. Due to a strong modular structure individual com-

This includes many sensible little helpers that have proved beneficial both in the project implementation phase and also after
go-live.

ponents can be simply added or replaced. Small, firmly defined
interfaces permit the simple integration of e.g. customer specific
consolidation methods.

Abudaco Framework
Abudaco Framework is the object-independent basis of
Abudaco. It contains the ABAP logic to manage all basic ob-

Data Village Basic Package

jects, the persistence layer, the generation logic for loading and

All functions and methods which can be used independent of

extraction programs, and also batch programs e.g. for the con-

Abudaco are summarised in the basic package of Data Village.

solidation run.

SAP BW Web Application Server

SAP BW Application

Data Village Basic Package
Abudaco Framework
Abudaco
Consolidation methods

Customer-speciﬁc
Consolidation methods

User Interfaces (BSP)

objectindependent

objectdependent

Consolidation Methods

User Interfaces

The object-dependent consolidation methods are hooked

The realisation of the user interface implements the familiar

into the Abudaco framework by means of a specific object-

Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern with the help of

independent interface. The scope of supply of Abudaco

SAP ® Business Ser ver Pages (BSPs).

includes methods for supplier consolidation and for line item
classification.

The advantage of this approach is that the application and user
logic remain strictly separated from one another, however they

Customer specific consolidation methods can be integrated

can be shiped with the same transpor t request and can be

into Abudaco via the same interface and be combined with the

corrected with the same suppor t package.

Abudaco standard methods.
As the Abudaco framework provides all the necessar y functions
to load, manage and update the data, customers who are going
to develope their own consolidation methods can focus on the
actual consolidation logic.
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ABUDACO
BASIC PROCESS
The Abudaco basic process begins and ends respectively with

The advantage of this cyclic approach compared with a

the InfoProvider containing the data to be consolidated. This

sequential enhancement in the update rules is that historical

can be any master data table or any ODS object.

data can also benefit from an improvement of the consolidation

The basic process itself consists of four steps:
Loading the data to be consolidated
Automatic consolidation run
Manual processing of proposals / Quality inspection
Updating the consolidation results

algorithm or the rule base.

Loading the Data to be Consolidated

Automatic Consolidation Run

The data to be consolidated is loaded via a generated loading

During a consolidation run, a consolidation strategy is applied

program from the InfoProvider into the Abudaco element table.

on a specific number of elements (work package). A strategy

The element table contains the key fields and all other fields

consists of a sequence of consolidation steps, which are carried

of the InfoProvider that are relevant for consolidation.

out one after the other. The result of the consolidation run, the

Due to the redundant storage of the elements in Abudaco, a

so-called hit list, is stored with the relevant hit probabilities

mutual interference of the standard BW loading processes with

(-100% to +100%) in the database.

the consolidation process is avoided.

Manual Processing of Proposals

Updating the Results

Taking already existing groups in to consideration, new group

The active group allocations are written into the InfoProvider by

proposals are generated from the hit list. Groups with a

means of generated extractors (DataSources). If new attributes

hit probability above a specific threshold (Threshold 1) are

or texts have been determined for a group, then these are also

confirmed automatically. Hits with a probability below the lower

updated into the relevant master data table or text table by

threshold (Threshold 2) are ignored.

means of generated extractors.

Only the groups with hit probabilities between the two
thresholds have to be reviewed manually.
For this purpose there are appropriately optimised user interfaces
that make this unloved but necessar y task as convenient and
efficient as possible.
Finally, all the automatically or manually confirmed groups are
activated with one click.

After this the consolidation information is available in the
InfoProvider for reporting.

ABUDACO
T E C H N I C A L D E TA I L S
From a technical point of view Abudaco is a classic add-on to

has a positive effect on the system requirements and also on

SAP ® Business Warehouse. The basic installation is carried out

the operational costs.

without any modifications by impor ting a transpor t request.
System requirements

The realisation of Abudaco is based on sound and proved

BW-Release

SAP ® BW 3.1 +

SAP ® Netweaver™ technology. The application logic has

Client

MS Internet Explorer 6.0 +

Additional Hardware (CPU, Memor y)

none

Additional Disk space

10-50 GB

been completely implemented in ABAP. The browser-based user
interfaces have been realised with the help of Business Ser ver
Pages (BSPs). They can be integrated seamlessly into a por tal

In par ticular, no additional ser vers, whose operating costs

such as SAP ® Enterprise Por tal 6.0, for example.

quickly rise to a six-figured amount annually, are necessar y for

The fact that Abudaco is provided as an add-on to SAP ® BW and

installation and operation of the Abudaco software. This is one

thus resides in the same system as the data to be consolidated,

of the greatest advantages of Abudaco compared with similar
positioned products from other software vendors.

T H E C O M PA N Y
Data Village is specialised in the consulting and software deve-

This wealth of experiences flows directly into the software we

lopment business fields relating to SAP ® Business Warehouse.

develop such as e.g. Abudaco.

Data Village was founded in 2003 by the former SAP employee

The addition „Niederrheinische Software-Manufaktur“ (Softwa-

Dr. Jürgen Bey. The company is situated in the town of Geldern

re Manufactur y from the Lower Rhine area) emphasizes what is

in the Lower Rhine area.

of great significance to us when developing our products.

Our exper tise is specifically focussed on purchasing and Global

Instead of off-the-shelf solutions, we focus on tailor-made,

Spend Repor ting. We have more than 5 years of experience in

practicable solutions that have been created with much care

designing and implementing SAP ® BW Global Spend solutions

and attention to detail as is expected from a manufactury.

of all sizes.
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